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UNITED STATES
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COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM NPORT
MONTHLY PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS 

REPORT

N-PORT-P: Filer Information

Confidential

Filer CIK: 0001689873

Filer CCC: $h6jhhjj

Filer Investment Company Type Form N-1A Filer (Mutual Fund)

Is this a LIVE or TEST Filing? LIVE

Would you like a Return Copy? X

Is this an electronic copy of an 
official filing submitted in paper 
format?

Submission Contact 
Information

Name Jeff Klearman

Phone 1-646-876-5143

E-mail Address jeff.klearman@graniteshares.com

Notification Information

Notify via Filing Website only?

Series ID S000066595

Class (Contract) ID C000214774

NPORT-P: Part A: General Information

Item A.1. Information about the Registrant.

a. Name of Registrant GraniteShares ETF Trust

b. Investment Company Act file number for 
Registrant (e.g., 811-)

811-23214

c. CIK number of Registrant 0001689873

d. LEI of Registrant 549300ODHHSS5JB0RB94

e. Address and telephone number of Registrant.

Street Address 1 205 Hudson Street 7th floor

Street Address 2

City New York

State, if applicable NEW YORK

Foreign country, if applicable UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Zip / Postal code 10013



Telephone number 1-646-876-5143

Item A.2. Information about the Series.

a. Name of Series. GraniteShares XOUT U.S. Large Cap 
ETF

b. EDGAR series identifier (if any). S000066595

c. LEI of Series. 549300GEKOLT25ZR0R69

Item A.3. Reporting period.

a. Date of fiscal year-end. 2022-06-30

a. Date as of which information is reported. 2022-03-31

Item A.4. Final Filing.

Does the Fund anticipate that this will be 
its final filing on Form N PORT?

Yes X No

NPORT-P: Part B: Information About the Fund

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item B.1. Assets and liabilities. Report amounts in U.S. dollars.

a. Total assets, including assets attributable 
to miscellaneous securities reported in Part 
D.

126509136.23

b. Total liabilities. 62191.78

c. Net assets. 126446944.45

Item B.2. Certain assets and liabilities. Report amounts in U.S. dollars.

a. Assets attributable to miscellaneous 
securities reported in Part D.

0

b. Assets invested in a Controlled Foreign 
Corporation for the purpose of investing in 
certain types of instruments such as, but 
not limited to, commodities.

0

c. Borrowings attributable to amounts payable for notes payable, bonds, and similar debt, as reported pursuant 
to rule 6-04(13)(a) of Regulation S-X [17 CFR 210.6-04(13)(a)].

Amounts payable within one year.

Banks or other financial institutions for 
borrowings.

0

Controlled companies. 0

Other affiliates. 0

Others. 0

Amounts payable after one year.

Banks or other financial institutions for 
borrowings.

0

Controlled companies. 0

Other affiliates. 0

Others. 0

d. Payables for investments purchased either (i) on a delayed delivery, when-issued, or other firm commitment 
basis, or (ii) on a standby commitment basis.

(i) On a delayed delivery, when-issued, or 
other firm commitment basis:

0

(ii) On a standby commitment basis: 0



e. Liquidation preference of outstanding 
preferred stock issued by the Fund.

0

f. Cash and cash equivalents not reported in 
Parts C and D.

0

Item B.3. Portfolio level risk metrics.

If the average value of the Fund's debt securities positions for the previous three months, in the aggregate, 
exceeds 25% or more of the Fund's net asset value, provide:

Currency Metric: 1

ISO Currency code United States Dollar

a. Interest Rate Risk (DV01). For each currency for which the Fund had a value of 1% or more of the Fund’s 
net asset value, provide the change in value of the portfolio resulting from a 1 basis point change in interest 
rates, for each of the following maturities: 3 month, 1 year, 5 years, 10 years, and 30 years.

Maturity period. 3 month. 0

Maturity period. 1 year. 0

Maturity period. 5 years. 0

Maturity period. 10 years. 0

Maturity period. 30 years. 0

b. Interest Rate Risk (DV100). For each currency for which the Fund had a value of 1% or more of the Fund’s 
net asset value, provide the change in value of the portfolio resulting from a 100 basis point change in 
interest rates, for each of the following maturities: 3 month, 1 year, 5 years, 10 years, and 30 years.

Maturity period. 3 month. 0

Maturity period. 1 year. 0

Maturity period. 5 years. 0

Maturity period. 10 years. 0

Maturity period. 30 years. 0

c. Credit Spread Risk (SDV01, CR01 or CS01). Provide the change in value of the portfolio resulting from a 1 
basis point change in credit spreads where the shift is applied to the option adjusted spread, aggregated by 
investment grade and non-investment grade exposures, for each of the following maturities: 3 month, 1 year, 
5 years, 10 years, and 30 years.

Investment Grade.

Maturity period. 3 month. 0

Maturity period. 1 year. 0

Maturity period. 5 years. 0

Maturity period. 10 years. 0

Maturity period. 30 years. 0

Non-Investment Grade.

Maturity period. 3 month. 0

Maturity period. 1 year. 0

Maturity period. 5 years. 0

Maturity period. 10 years. 0

Maturity period. 30 years. 0

For purposes of Item B.3., calculate value as the sum of the absolute values of: 

(i) the value of each debt security,

(ii) the notional value of each swap, including, but not limited to, total return swaps, interest rate swaps, and 
credit default swaps, for which the underlying reference asset or assets are debt securities or an interest 
rate;

(iii) the notional value of each futures contract for which the underlying reference asset or assets are debt 
securities or an interest rate; and

(iv) the delta-adjusted notional value of any option for which the underlying reference asset is an asset described 
in clause (i),(ii), or (iii).

Report zero for maturities to which the Fund has no exposure. For exposures that fall between any of the listed 
maturities in (a) and (b), use linear interpolation to approximate exposure to each maturity listed above. For 
exposures outside of the range of maturities listed above, include those exposures in the nearest maturity.

Item B.4. Securities lending.



a. For each borrower in any securities lending transaction, provide the following information:

If the average value of the Fund's debt securities positions for the previous three months, in the aggregate, 
exceeds 25% or more of the Fund's net asset value, provide:

b. Did any securities lending counterparty 
provide any non-cash collateral?

Yes X No

If yes, unless the non-cash collateral is included in the Schedule 
of Portfolio Investments in Part C, provide the following 
information for each category of non-cash collateral received for 
loaned securities:

Item B.5. Return information.

a. Monthly total returns of the Fund for each of the preceding three months. If the Fund is a Multiple Class Fund, 
report returns for each class. Such returns shall be calculated in accordance with the methodologies outlined 
in Item 26(b) (1) of Form N-1A, Instruction 13 to sub-Item 1 of Item 4 of Form N-2, or Item 26(b)(i) of Form 
N-3, as applicable.

Monthly Total Return Record: 1

Monthly total returns of the Fund for each 
of the preceding three months

Month 1. -0.0432

Monthly total returns of the Fund for each 
of the preceding three months

Month 2. -0.0800

Monthly total returns of the Fund for each 
of the preceding three months

Month 3. 0.0261

b. Class identification number(s) (if any) of 
the Class(es) for which returns are 
reported.

C000214774

c. For each of the preceding three months, monthly net realized gain (loss) and net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation) attributable to derivatives for each of the following categories: commodity 
contracts, credit contracts, equity contracts, foreign exchange contracts, interest rate contracts, and other 
contracts. Within each such asset category, further report the same information for each of the following 
types of derivatives instrument: forward, future, option, swaption, swap, warrant, and other. Report in U.S. 
dollars. Losses and depreciation shall be reported as negative numbers. 

Asset category. Commodity Contracts

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Forwards

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Month 3.



Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Instrument type. Futures

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Options

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaptions

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaps

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.



Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Warrants

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Other

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Asset category. Credit Contracts

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Forwards

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.



Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Futures

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Options

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaptions

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaps

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.



Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Warrants

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Other

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Asset category. Equity Contracts

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Forwards

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.



Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Futures

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Options

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaptions

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaps

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.



Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Warrants

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Other

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Asset category. Foreign Exchange Contracts

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Forwards



Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Futures

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Options

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaptions

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.



Instrument type. Swaps

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Warrants

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Other

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Asset category. Interest Rate Contracts

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.



Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Forwards

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Futures

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Options

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaptions

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.



Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaps

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Warrants

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Other

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Asset category. Other Contracts

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.



Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Forwards

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Futures

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Options

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaptions

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.



Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Swaps

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Warrants

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

Instrument type. Other

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2.

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3.

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 3.

d. For each of the preceding three months, monthly net realized gain (loss) and net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation) attributable to investment other than derivatives. Report in U.S. dollars. Losses 
and depreciation shall be reported as negative numbers.

Month 1



Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 1. 1305580.99

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1. -7014005.38

Month 2

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 2. -1122422.92

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 2. -10493501.12

Month 3

Monthly net realized gain(loss) Month 3. 0

Monthly net change in unrealized 
appreciation (or depreciation)

Month 1. 3702497.95

Item B.6. Flow information.

Provide the aggregate dollar amounts for sales and redemptions/repurchases of Fund shares during each of the 
preceding three months. If shares of the Fund are held in omnibus accounts, for purposes of calculating the 
Fund's sales, redemptions, and repurchases, use net sales or redemptions/repurchases from such omnibus 
accounts. The amounts to be reported under this Item should be after any front-end sales load has been 
deducted and before any deferred or contingent deferred sales load or charge has been deducted. Shares sold 
shall include shares sold by the Fund to a registered unit investment trust. For mergers and other acquisitions, 
include in the value of shares sold any transaction in which the Fund acquired the assets of another investment 
company or of a personal holding company in exchange for its own shares. For liquidations, include in the value 
of shares redeemed any transaction in which the Fund liquidated all or part of its assets. Exchanges are defined 
as the redemption or repurchase of shares of one Fund or series and the investment of all or part of the 
proceeds in shares of another Fund or series in the same family of investment companies.

Month 1.

a. Total net asset value of shares sold (including 
exchanges but excluding reinvestment of 
dividends and distributions).

0

b. Total net asset value of shares sold in 
connection with reinvestments of dividends 
and distributions.

0

c. Total net asset value of shares redeemed or 
repurchased, including exchanges.

4091217.56

Month 2.

a. Total net asset value of shares sold (including 
exchanges but excluding reinvestment of 
dividends and distributions).

0

b. Total net asset value of shares sold in 
connection with reinvestments of dividends 
and distributions.

0

c. Total net asset value of shares redeemed or 
repurchased, including exchanges.

0

Month 3.

a. Total net asset value of shares sold (including 
exchanges but excluding reinvestment of 
dividends and distributions).

2173945.89

b. Total net asset value of shares sold in 
connection with reinvestments of dividends 
and distributions.

0

c. Total net asset value of shares redeemed or 
repurchased, including exchanges.

0

Item B.7. Highly Liquid Investment Minimum information.

a. If applicable, provide the Fund's current 
Highly Liquid Investment Minimum.

b. If applicable, provide the number of days 
that the Fund's holdings in Highly Liquid 
Investments fell below the Fund's Highly 
Liquid Investment Minimum during the 
reporting period.

c. Did the Fund's Highly Liquid Investment 
Minimum change during the reporting 
period? 

Yes No N/A



Item B.8. Derivatives Transactions.

For portfolio investments of open-end management investment companies, provide the percentage of the 
Fund's Highly Liquid Investments that it has segregated to cover or pledged to satisfy margin 
requirements in connection with derivatives transactions that are classified among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]:

1. Moderately Liquid Investments

2. Less Liquid Investments

3. Illiquid Investments

Classification Moderately Liquid Investments

Percentage of the Fund's Highly Liquid 
Investments that are segregated or pledged 
to cover the Fund's derivatives transactions.

Classification Less Liquid Investments

Percentage of the Fund's Highly Liquid 
Investments that are segregated or pledged 
to cover the Fund's derivatives transactions.

Classification Illiquid Investments

Percentage of the Fund's Highly Liquid 
Investments that are segregated or pledged 
to cover the Fund's derivatives transactions.

Item B.9. Derivatives Exposure for Limited Derivatives Users.

Derivatives Exposure for limited derivatives users. If the Fund is excepted from the rule 18f-4 [17 CFR 
270.18f-4] program requirement and limit on fund leverage risk under rule 18f-4(c)(4) [17 CFR 270.18f-4(c)(4)], 
provide the following information:

a. Derivatives exposure (as defined in rule 
18f-4(a) [17 CFR 270.18f-4(a)]), reported 
as a percentage of the Fund’s net asset 
value.

b. Exposure from currency derivatives that 
hedge currency risks, as provided in rule 
18f-4(c)(4)(i)(B) [17 CFR 270.18f-4(c)(4)(i)
(B)], reported as a percentage of the 
Fund's net asset value.

c. Exposure from interest rate derivatives 
that hedge interest rate risks, as provided 
in rule 18f-4(c)(4)(i)(B) [17 CFR 270.18f-4
(c)(4)(i)(B)], reported as a percentage of 
the Fund's net asset value.

d. The number of business days, if any, in 
excess of the five-business-day period 
described in rule 18f-4(c)(4)(ii) [17 CFR 
270.18f-4(c)(4)(ii)], that the Fund’s 
derivatives exposure exceeded 10 percent 
of its net assets during the reporting 
period.

Item B.10. VaR information.

VaR information. For Funds subject to the limit on fund leverage risk described in rule 18f-4(c)(2) [17 CFR 
270.18f-4(c)(2)], provide the following information, as determined in accordance with the requirement under rule 
18f-4(c)(2)(ii) to determine the fund’s compliance with the applicable VaR test at least once each business day:

a. Median daily VaR during the reporting 
period, reported as a percentage of the 
Fund's net asset value.

b. For Funds that were subject to the Relative VaR Test during the reporting period, provide:

i. As applicable, the name of the Fund’s 
Designated Index, or a statement that the 
Fund's Designated Reference Portfolio is 
the Fund’s Securities Portfolio.

ii. As applicable, the index identifier for the 
Fund’s Designated Index.

iii. Median VaR Ratio during the reporting 
period, reported as a percentage of the 
VaRof the Fund's Designated Reference 
Portfolio.

c. Backtesting Results. Number of 
exceptions that the Fund identified as a 
result of its backtesting of its VaR 



calculation model (as described in rule 
18f-4(c)(1)(iv) [17 CFR 270.18f-4(c)(1)(iv)] 
during the reporting period.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

QUIX8Y7A2WP0XRMW7G29

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

A

d. CUSIP (if any). 00846U101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US00846U1016

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1382

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

182880.06

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1446

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common



If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). APPLE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

HWUPKR0MPOU8FGXBT394

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AAPL

d. CUSIP (if any). 037833100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0378331005

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 75772

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

13230548.92

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

10.4633

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). ABBVIE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

FR5LCKFTG8054YNNRU85

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ABBV

d. CUSIP (if any). 00287Y109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US00287Y1091

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 7913

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1282776.43

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.0145

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AMERISOURCEBERGEN 
CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

AI8GXW8LG5WK7E9UD086

c. ABC



Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

d. CUSIP (if any). 03073E105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US03073E1055

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 939

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

145272.69

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1149

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AIRBNB CL A ORD

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300HMUDNO0RY56D37

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ABNB

d. CUSIP (if any). 000906610

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US0090661010

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2895

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

497245.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3932

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ABBOTT LABORATORIES

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

HQD377W2YR662HK5JX27

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ABT

d. CUSIP (if any). 002824100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0028241000

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 7831

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

926877.16

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.733

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ACCENTURE PLC-CL A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ACN

d. CUSIP (if any). G1151C101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. IE00B4BNMY34

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 3020

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

1018434.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.8054

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

IE

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.



Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.



f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ADOBE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

FU4LY2G4933NH2E1CP29

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ADBE

d. CUSIP (if any). 00724F101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US00724F1012

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2156

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

982316.72

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.7769

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ANALOG DEVICES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

GYVOE5EZ4GDAVTU4CQ61

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ADI

d. CUSIP (if any). 032654105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0326541051

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2475

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

408820.50

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3233



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AUTOMATIC DATA 
PROCESSING

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

HGBOLILQXWER4SAL2I23

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ADP

d. CUSIP (if any). 053015103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0530151036

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1940

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

441427.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3491

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AUTODESK INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

FRKKVKAIQEF3FCSTPG55

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ADSK

d. CUSIP (if any). 052769106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0527691069

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1036

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

222066.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1756

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ARTHUR J GALLAGHER & CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930049QLLMPART6V29

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AJG

d. CUSIP (if any). 363576109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3635761097

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 924

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

161330.40

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1276

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AKAMAI TECHNOLOGIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

OC1LZNN2LF5WTJ5RIL89

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AKAM

d. CUSIP (if any). 00971T101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US00971T1016

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 708

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

84528.12

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0668

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ALIGN TECHNOLOGY INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300N5YSE0U3LCP840

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ALGN

d. CUSIP (if any). 016255101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0162551016

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 389

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

169604.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1341

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). ALNYLAM 
PHARMACEUTICALS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900S3ZI14OWRJII50

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ALNY

d. CUSIP (if any). 02043Q107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US02043Q1076

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 568

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

92748.72

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0733

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.



iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). APPLIED MATERIALS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

41BNNE1AFPNAZELZ6K07

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AMAT



d. CUSIP (if any). 038222105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0382221051

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4784

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

630531.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4987

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

R2I72C950HOYXII45366

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AMD

d. CUSIP (if any). 007903107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US0079031078

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 8016

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

876469.44

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.6932

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AMGEN INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

62QBXGPJ34PQ72Z12S66

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AMGN

d. CUSIP (if any). 031162100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0311621009

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2552

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

617124.64

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4881

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AMERIPRISE FINL

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

6ZLKQF7QB6JAEKQS5388

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AMP

d. CUSIP (if any). 03076C106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US03076C1062

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 533

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

160091.88

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1266

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AMAZON.COM INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

ZXTILKJKG63JELOEG630

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AMZN

d. CUSIP (if any). 023135106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0231351067

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2506

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

8169434.70

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

6.4608

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ARISTA NETWORKS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

635400H1WKBLOQERUU95

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ANET

d. CUSIP (if any). 040413106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0404131064

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1463

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

203327.74

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1608



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ANSYS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300VJV8H15Z5FJ571

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ANSS

d. CUSIP (if any). 03662Q105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US03662Q1058

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 404

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

128330.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1015

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ANTHEM INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

8MYN82XMYQH89CTMTH67

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ANTM

d. CUSIP (if any). 036752103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0367521038

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1081

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

531008.82

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4199

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AON PLC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

635400FALWQYX5E6QC64

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AON

d. CUSIP (if any). G0403H108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. IE00BLP1HW54

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 986

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

321071.18

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2539

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AMPHENOL CORP NEW CL A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300D3L3G0R4U4VT04

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

APH

d. CUSIP (if any). 032095101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0320951017

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2760

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

207966.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1645

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ACTIVISION BLIZZARD INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300TPQQDBP9GNOF40

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ATVI

d. CUSIP (if any). 00507V109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US00507V1098

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2725

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

218299.75

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1726

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). BROADCOM INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300WV6GIDOZJTV909

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AVGO

d. CUSIP (if any). 11135F101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US11135F1012

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2021

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1272583.28

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.0064

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AVANTOR INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AVTR



d. CUSIP (if any). 05352A100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US05352A1007

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2774

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

93816.68

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0742

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 



investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). AUTOZONE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

GA3JGKJ41LJKXDN23E90

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

AZO

d. CUSIP (if any). 053332102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US0533321024

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 93

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

190145.94

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1504

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BAXTER INTL.

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

J5OIVXX3P24RJRW5CK77

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BAX

d. CUSIP (if any). 071813109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0718131099

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2165

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

167874.10

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1328

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BEST BUY CO INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

HL5XPTVRV0O8TUN5LL90

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BBY

d. CUSIP (if any). 086516101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0865161014

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 1095

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

99535.50

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0787

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BECTON DICKINSON AND CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

ICE2EP6D98PQUILVRZ91

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BDX

d. CUSIP (if any). 075887109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0758871091

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1232

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

327712.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2592

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BROWN-FORMAN CORP-
CLASS B

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300873K3LXF7ARU34

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BF/B

d. CUSIP (if any). 115637209

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1156372096

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2094

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

140339.88

d. 0.111



Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 

X 1 2 3 N/A



investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.



a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BIOGEN INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

W8J5WZB5IY3K0NDQT671

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BIIB

d. CUSIP (if any). 09062X103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US09062X1037

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 697

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

146788.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1161

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BILL.COM HOLDINGS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300IBF9VZZIGOZW63

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BILL

d. CUSIP (if any). 090043100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0900431000

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 515

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

116796.85

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0924

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BANK OF NEW YORK 
MELLON CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

WFLLPEPC7FZXENRZV188

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BK

d. CUSIP (if any). 064058100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0640581007

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4017

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

199363.71

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1577

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-

Equity-common



interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BOOKING HOLDINGS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

FXM8FAOHMYDIPD38UZ17

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BKNG

d. CUSIP (if any). 09857L108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US09857L1089

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 186

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

436811.70

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3455

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BLACKROCK INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300LRIF3NWCU26A80

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BLK

d. CUSIP (if any). 09247X101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US09247X1019

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 709

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

541796.53

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4285

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). BALL CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

0BGI85ALH27ZJP15DY16

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BLL

d. CUSIP (if any). 058498106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US0584981064

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1445

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

130050.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1028

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BIOMARIN 
PHARMACEUTICAL INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

NSLL8ITTRR0J5HEMR848

c. BMRN



Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

d. CUSIP (if any). 09061G101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US09061G1013

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 851

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

65612.10

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0519

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

HLYYNH7UQUORYSJQCN42

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BMY

d. CUSIP (if any). 110122108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US1101221083

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 9862

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

720221.86

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.5696

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BROADRIDGE FINL 
SOLUTIONS I COM

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300KZDJZQ2YIHRC28

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BR

d. CUSIP (if any). 11133T103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US11133T1034

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 518

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

80657.78

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0638

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BROWN & BROWN INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300PC8KTJ71XKFY89

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BRO

d. CUSIP (if any). 115236101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1152361010

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 1306

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

94384.62

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0746

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). BURLINGTON STORES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5299003Z37DVGKKC1W09

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

BURL

d. CUSIP (if any). 122017106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1220171060

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 313

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

57019.21

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0451

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CITIGROUP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

6SHGI4ZSSLCXXQSBB395

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

C

d. CUSIP (if any). 172967424

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1729674242

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 9199

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

491226.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3885



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CBRE GROUP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

52990016II9MJ2OSWA10

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CBRE

d. CUSIP (if any). 12504L109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US12504L1098

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1491

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

136456.32

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1079

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

GCT7RXJOGLXPV0NXZY22

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CDNS

d. CUSIP (if any). 127387108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1273871087

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1314

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

216100.44

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1709

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Equity-common



Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i.



Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 

Yes X No



as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CDW CORP/DE

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

9845001B052ABF0B6755

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CDW

d. CUSIP (if any). 12514G108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US12514G1085

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 614

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

109838.46

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0869

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 

Equity-common



equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Yes X No



Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CELANESE CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300FHJQTDPPN41627

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CE

d. CUSIP (if any). 150870103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1508701034

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 513

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

73292.31

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.058

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-

Equity-common



collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No



e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CERNER CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300L4UJ40IEVVI304

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CERN

d. CUSIP (if any). 156782104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1567821046

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1279

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

119663.24

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0946

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 

Corporate



sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). CHURCH & DWIGHT CO INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

POOXSI30AWAQGYJZC921

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CHD

d. CUSIP (if any). 171340102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1713401024

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1070

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

106336.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0841

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CHARTER 
COMMUNICATIONS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

0J0XRGZE3PBRFEZ7MV65

c. CHTR



Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

d. CUSIP (if any). 16119P108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US16119P1084

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 946

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

516061.92

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4081

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CIGNA CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300VIWYMSIGT1U456

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CI

d. CUSIP (if any). 125523100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US1255231003

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1480

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

354622.80

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2805

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CLOROX COMPANY

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930044KVSC06Z79I06

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CLX

d. CUSIP (if any). 189054109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1890541097

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 559

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

77717.77

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0615

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CHIPOTLE MEXICAN 
GRILL INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CMG

d. CUSIP (if any). 169656105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1696561059

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.



Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 134

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

211992.02

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1677

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.



Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.



f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CUMMINS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

ZUNI8PYC725B6H8JU438

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CMI

d. CUSIP (if any). 231021106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2310211063

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 661

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

135577.71

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1072

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CENTENE

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300Z7JJ4TQSQGT333

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CNC

d. CUSIP (if any). 15135B101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US15135B1017

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2653

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

223356.07

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1766



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). COINBASE GLOBAL INC 
-CLASS A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493004G3J2SC154DU06

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

COIN

d. CUSIP (if any). 19260Q107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US19260Q1076

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1124

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

213402.64

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1688

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). COOPER COMPANIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

QJKMVPIGLH7530PCUE20

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

COO

d. CUSIP (if any). 216648402

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2166484020

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 228

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

95210.52

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0753

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). COSTCO WHOLESALE CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

29DX7H14B9S6O3FD6V18

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

COST

d. CUSIP (if any). 22160K105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US22160K1051

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2016

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1160913.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.9181

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CHARLES RIVER 
LABORATORIES

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300BSQ0R4UZ5KX287

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CRL

d. CUSIP (if any). 159864107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1598641074

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 240

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

68152.80

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0539

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SALESFORCE.COM INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

RCGZFPDMRW58VJ54VR07

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CRM

d. CUSIP (if any). 79466L302

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US79466L3024

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4536

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

963083.52

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.7617

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). CROWDSTRIKE HOLDINGS 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300YBY08K9KM4HX32

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CRWD

d. CUSIP (if any). 22788C105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US22788C1053

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1069

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

242748.52

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.192

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.



iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CISCO SYSTEMS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300LKFJ962MZ46593

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CSCO



d. CUSIP (if any). 17275R102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US17275R1023

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 19852

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1106947.52

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.8754

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). COSTAR GROUP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CSGP

d. CUSIP (if any). 22160N109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US22160N1090

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1806

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

120297.66

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0951

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No



Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CINTAS CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CTAS

d. CUSIP (if any). 172908105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1729081059

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).



Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 475

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

202060.25

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1598

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments



ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Yes No



Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). COGNIZANT TECHNOLOGY 
SOLUTIONS CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493006IEVQEFQO40L83

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CTSH

d. CUSIP (if any). 192446102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1924461023

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used



Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2366

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

212159.22

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1678

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments



Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 



c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CARVANA CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493003WEAK2PJ5WS063

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CVNA

d. CUSIP (if any). 146869102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1468691027

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 820



Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

97817.80

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0774

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 



of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 



Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CVS HEALTH CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300EJG376EN5NQE29

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CVS

d. CUSIP (if any). 126650100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1266501006

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 6008

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 

608069.68



denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4809

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 

X 1 2 3 N/A



pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 



swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300FA4CTCW903Y781

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

CZR

d. CUSIP (if any). 12769G100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US12769G1004

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1067

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

82543.12

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0653



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DATADOG INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300F6JNO0KRPO1K63

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DDOG

d. CUSIP (if any). 23804L103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US23804L1035

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1495

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

226447.65

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1791

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DEERE & CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

PWFTNG3EI0Y73OXWDH08

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DE

d. CUSIP (if any). 244199105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2441991054

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1398

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

580813.08

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4593

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DELL TECHNOLOGIES INC - 
C

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300TJB5YBRUPOG437

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DELL

d. CUSIP (if any). 24703L202

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US24703L2025

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3623

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

181838.37

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1438

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-

Equity-common



interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DOLLAR GENERAL CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

OPX52SQVOZI8IVSWYU66

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DG

d. CUSIP (if any). 256677105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2566771059

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1042

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

231980.46

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1835

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). QUEST DIAGNOSTICS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

8MCWUBXQ0WE04KMXBX50

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DGX

d. CUSIP (if any). 74834L100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US74834L1008

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 552

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

75546.72

d. Percentage value compared to net 
assets of the Fund.

0.0597

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). D R HORTON INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900ZIUEYVSB8QDD25

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DHI

d. CUSIP (if any). 23331A109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US23331A1097

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1738

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

129498.38

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1024

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DANAHER CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

S4BKK9OTCEWQ3YHPFM11

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DHR



d. CUSIP (if any). 235851102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2358511028

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3255

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

954789.15

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.7551

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DOCUSIGN INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300Q7PVDWRZ39JG09

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DOCU

d. CUSIP (if any). 256163106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US2561631068

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 967

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

103585.04

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0819

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DOMINOS PIZZA INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

25490005ZWM1IF9UXU57

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DPZ

d. CUSIP (if any). 25754A201

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US25754A2015

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 171

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

69598.71

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.055

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DARDEN RESTAURANTS

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

CY1NFSCCB5GUXC7WZC70

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DRI

d. CUSIP (if any). 237194105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2371941053

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 589

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

78307.55

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0619

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). DEXCOM INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300YSK3QDSFR5EU59

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

DXCM

d. CUSIP (if any). 252131107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2521311074

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 449

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

229708.40

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1817

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ELECTRONIC ARTS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300O7A67PUEYKDL45

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EA

d. CUSIP (if any). 285512109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2855121099

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1155

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

146119.05

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1156



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). EBAY INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

OML71K8X303XQONU6T67

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EBAY

d. CUSIP (if any). 278642103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2786421030

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2913

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

166798.38

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1319

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ESTEE LAUDER COMPANIES 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300VFZ8XJ9NUPU221

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EL

d. CUSIP (if any). 518439104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5184391044

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1699

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

462671.68

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3659

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Equity-common



Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i.



Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 

Yes X No



as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). EASTMAN CHEMICAL CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

FDPVHDGJ1IQZFK9KH630

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EMN

d. CUSIP (if any). 277432100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US2774321002

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 624

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

69925.44

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0553

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 

Equity-common



equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Yes X No



Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ENPHASE ENERGY INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493008U7KIGMI59Z314

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ENPH

d. CUSIP (if any). 29355A107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US29355A1079

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 667

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

134587.26

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1064

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-

Equity-common



collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No



e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ENTEGRIS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

IYX6OWO7BT5DKO3BYG52

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ENTG

d. CUSIP (if any). 29362U104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US29362U1043

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 654

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

85844.04

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0679

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 

Corporate



sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). EPAM SYSTEMS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300XCR4R530HJP604

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EPAM

d. CUSIP (if any). 29414B104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US29414B1044

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 286

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

84830.46

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0671

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ETSY INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930089Q7XT501AEA40

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ETSY



d. CUSIP (if any). 29786A106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US29786A1060

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 607

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

75437.96

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0597

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). EDWARDS LIFESCIENCES 
CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

YA13X31F3V31L8TMPR58

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EW

d. CUSIP (if any). 28176E108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:



Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US28176E1082

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2852

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

335737.44

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2655

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No



Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). EXPEDITORS INTL WASH 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

984500B055A804AB6E40

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EXPD

d. CUSIP (if any). 302130109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3021301094

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).



Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 773

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

79742.68

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0631

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments



ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Yes No



Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). EXPEDIA GROUP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

EXPE

d. CUSIP (if any). 30212P303

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US30212P3038

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used



Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 696

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

136186.32

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1077

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments



Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 



c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). FASTENAL CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900PP0C7H2HHPSJ32

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

FAST

d. CUSIP (if any). 311900104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3119001044

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2633



Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

156400.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1237

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 



of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 



Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). FACEBOOK INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

BQ4BKCS1HXDV9HN80Z93

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

FB

d. CUSIP (if any). 30303M102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US30303M1027

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 13241

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 

2944268.76



denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

2.3285

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 

X 1 2 3 N/A



pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 



swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). FACTSET RESEARCH 
SYSTEMS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300ZSJE7NBK6K9P30

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

FDS

d. CUSIP (if any). 303075105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3030751057

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 167

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

72503.05

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0573



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). FEDEX CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300E707U7WNPZN687

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

FDX

d. CUSIP (if any). 31428X106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US31428X1063

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1206

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

279056.34

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2207

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). FOX CORP CLASS A (NEW)

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300DDU6FDRBIELS05

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

FOXA

d. CUSIP (if any). 35137L105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US35137L1052

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2614

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

103122.30

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0816

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). FIRST REPUBLIC BANK

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

YWC0TIKBQM2JV8L4IV08

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

FRC

d. CUSIP (if any). 33616C100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US33616C1009

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 891

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

144431.10

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1142

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). FORTINET INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300O0QJWDBAS0QX03

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

FTNT

d. CUSIP (if any). 34959E109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US34959E1091

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 769

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

262798.06

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2078

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). GILEAD SCIENCES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300WTZWR07K8MNV44

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GILD

d. CUSIP (if any). 375558103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3755581036

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 5786

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

343977.70

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.272

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). GENERAC HOLDINGS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900S2H2AHJHSFFI84

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GNRC

d. CUSIP (if any). 368736104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3687361044

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 311

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

92447.86

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0731

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ALPHABET INC-CL A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493006MHB84DD0ZWV18

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GOOGL



d. CUSIP (if any). 02079K305

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US02079K3059

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3092

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

8599934.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

6.8012

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). GENUINE PARTS CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300D46DQVEU651W04

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GPC

d. CUSIP (if any). 372460105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US3724601055

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 655

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

82543.10

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0653

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). GLOBAL PAYMENTS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300NOMHGVQBX6S778

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GPN

d. CUSIP (if any). 37940X102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US37940X1028

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1351

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

184870.84

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1462

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). GARMIN LTD

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

2549001E0HIPIJQ0W046

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GRMN

d. CUSIP (if any). H2906T109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. CH0114405324

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 914

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

108409.54

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0857

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

CH

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

784F5XWPLTWKTBV3E584

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GS

d. CUSIP (if any). 38141G104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US38141G1040

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1692

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.



b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

558529.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4417

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WW GRAINGER INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300TWZSP6O1IH2V34

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

GWW

d. CUSIP (if any). 384802104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3848021040

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 229

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

118115.91

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0934



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). HOME DEPOT INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

QEKMOTMBBKA8I816DO57

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

HD

d. CUSIP (if any). 437076102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4370761029

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4867

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1456839.11

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.1521

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). HOLOGIC INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300DYP6F5ZJL0LB74

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

HOLX

d. CUSIP (if any). 436440101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4364401012

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1077

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

82735.14

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0654

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). HP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

WHKXQACZ14C5XRO8LW03

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

HPQ

d. CUSIP (if any). 40434L105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US40434L1052

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 5225

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

189667.50

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.15

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). HERSHEY CO/THE

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

21X2CX66SU2BR6QTAD08

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

HSY

d. CUSIP (if any). 427866108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4278661081

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 892

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

193233.96

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1528

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). HUBSPOT INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900BLNVEW0MVKJB37

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

HUBS

d. CUSIP (if any). 443573100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4435731009

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 220

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

104486.80

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0826

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). HUMANA INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900YLDW34GJAO4J06

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

HUM

d. CUSIP (if any). 444859102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4448591028

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 583

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

253704.11

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2006

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). HORIZON THERAPEUTICS 
PLC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900P0GSQ79OOZEV53

c. HZNP



Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

d. CUSIP (if any). G46188101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. IE00BQPVQZ61

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1041

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

109523.61

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0866

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). INTERCONTINENTAL 
EXCHANGE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493000F4ZO33MV32P92

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ICE

d. CUSIP (if any). 45866F104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:



Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US45866F1049

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2470

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

326336.40

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2581

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No



Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). IDEXX LABORATORIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

OGMTXK0LUU1HKV2P0J84

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

IDXX

d. CUSIP (if any). 45168D104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US45168D1046

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. 



Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 391

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

213900.46

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1692

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments



ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Yes No



Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ILLUMINA INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

SQ95QG8SR5Q56LSNF682

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ILMN

d. CUSIP (if any). 452327109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4523271090

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used



Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 754

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

263447.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2083

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments



Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 



c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). INCYTE CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300Z4WN6JVZ3T4680

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

INCY

d. CUSIP (if any). 45337C102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US45337C1027

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 962



Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

76402.04

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0604

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 



of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 



Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). INTUIT COM

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

VI90HBPH7XSFMB9E4M29

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

INTU

d. CUSIP (if any). 461202103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4612021034

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1283

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 

616917.72



denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4879

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 

X 1 2 3 N/A



pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 



swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). IQVIA HOLDINGS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300W3R20NM4KQPH86

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

IQV

d. CUSIP (if any). 46266C105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US46266C1053

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 854

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

197453.34

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1562



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A



Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). INTUITIVE SURGICAL INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930052SRG011710797

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ISRG

d. CUSIP (if any). 46120E602

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US46120E6023

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1776

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

535783.68

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.4237

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 



a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i.



Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 

Yes X No



as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). GARTNER INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

PP55B5R38BFB8O8HH686

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

IT

d. CUSIP (if any). 366651107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US3666511072

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 370

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

110060.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.087

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 

Equity-common



equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Yes X No



Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

76NA4I14SZCFAYMNSV04

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ITW

d. CUSIP (if any). 452308109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4523081093

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1403

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

293788.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2323

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-

Equity-common



collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No



e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ISHARES CORE S&P 500 ETF

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493007M4YMN8XL48C14

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

IVV

d. CUSIP (if any). 464287200

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4642872000

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 170

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

77127.30

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.061

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-
commodity, derivative-credit, derivative-
equity, derivative-foreign exchange, 
derivative-interest rate, derivatives-other, 
structured note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed 
security, ABS-asset backed commercial 
paper, ABS-collateralized bond/debt 
obligation, ABS-other, commodity, real 
estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Other



Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description. Registered Fund

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No



f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.



Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). JACOBS ENGINEERING 
GROUP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300CZ8QS1GE53O776

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

J

d. CUSIP (if any). 469814107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4698141078

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 584

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

80481.04

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0636

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.



Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).



If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). HUNT J B TRANS SVCS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300XCD1MPI1C5GK90



c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

JBHT

d. CUSIP (if any). 445658107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4456581077

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 463

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

92965.77

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0735

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 



investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). JOHNSON & JOHNSON

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300G0CFPGEF6X2043

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

JNJ

d. CUSIP (if any). 478160104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US4781601046

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 11727

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

2078376.21

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.6437

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300GLKVIO8YRCYN02

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

KEYS

d. CUSIP (if any). 49338L103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US49338L1035

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 860

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

135854.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1074

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). KLA CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300H0BF5JCG96TJ81

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

KLAC

d. CUSIP (if any). 482480100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US4824801009

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 787

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

288089.22

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2278

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CARMAX INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

KMX

d. CUSIP (if any). 143130102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US1431301027

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 740

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.



b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

71395.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0565

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). KROGER CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

6CPEOKI6OYJ13Q6O7870

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

KR

d. CUSIP (if any). 501044101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5010441013

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3362

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

192877.94

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1525



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). LABORATORY CRP OF AMER 
HLDGS

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

OZ7UA8IXAIFILY2VZH07

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

LH

d. CUSIP (if any). 50540R409

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US50540R4092

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 424

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

111791.84

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0884

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ELI LILLY & CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

FRDRIPF3EKNDJ2CQJL29

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

LLY

d. CUSIP (if any). 532457108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5324571083

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4195

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1201322.15

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.9501

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). LOWES COS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

WAFCR4OKGSC504WU3E95

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

LOW

d. CUSIP (if any). 548661107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5486611073

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3173

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

641548.87

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.5074

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). LAM RESEARCH CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300I4GMO6D34U1T02

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

LRCX

d. CUSIP (if any). 512807108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5128071082

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 739

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

397293.79

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3142

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). LULULEMON ATHLETICA INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300D9GZ4BMLDW5T40

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

LULU

d. CUSIP (if any). 550021109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5500211090

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 589

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

215120.47

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1701

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

CA

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). MASTERCARD INC-CLASS A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

AR5L2ODV9HN37376R084

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MA

d. CUSIP (if any). 57636Q104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US57636Q1040

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4483

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1602134.54

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.267

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MASCO CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5GCSNMQXHEYA1JO8QN11

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MAS



d. CUSIP (if any). 574599106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5745991068

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1113

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

56763.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0449

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493007PTFULNYZJ1R12

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MCHP

d. CUSIP (if any). 595017104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:



Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5950171042

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2783

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

209114.62

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1654

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No



Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MOODYS CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300GCEDD8YCF5WU84

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MCO

d. CUSIP (if any). 615369105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6153691059

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. 



Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 836

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

282074.76

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2231

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments



ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Yes No



Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MONGODB INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300TPTG69WKWE1Z37

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MDB

d. CUSIP (if any). 60937P106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US60937P1066

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used



Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 307

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

136182.13

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1077

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments



Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 



c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MGM RESORTS 
INTERNATIONAL

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930066VBP7DZEGGJ87

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MGM

d. CUSIP (if any). 552953101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5529531015

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance



2217

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

92980.98

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0735

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MARSH & MCLENNAN COS

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300XMP3KDCKJXIU47

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MMC

d. CUSIP (if any). 571748102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5717481023

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2256

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

384467.52

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3041

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MONSTER BEVERAGE CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

52990090AP0E7HCB6F33

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MNST

d. CUSIP (if any). 61174X109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US61174X1090

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2417

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

193118.30

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1527



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MOLINA HEALTHCARE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300NQQCEQ46YHZ591

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MOH

d. CUSIP (if any). 60855R100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US60855R1005

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 263

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

87734.17

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0694

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MONOLITHIC POWER 
SYSTEMS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900TB7O85LSZ1XU31

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MPWR

d. CUSIP (if any). 609839105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6098391054

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 218

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

105878.24

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0837

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Equity-common



Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i.



Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 

Yes X No



as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MERCK & CO. INC.

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

4YV9Y5M8S0BRK1RP0397

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MRK

d. CUSIP (if any). 58933Y105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US58933Y1055

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 11274

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

925031.70

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.7316

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 

Equity-common



equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Yes X No



Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MODERNA INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300EI6OKH5K5Q2G38

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MRNA

d. CUSIP (if any). 60770K107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US60770K1079

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2258

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

388963.08

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3076

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-

Equity-common



collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No



e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MARVELL TECHNOLOGY 
GROUP LTD

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MRVL

d. CUSIP (if any). 573874104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5738741041

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4202

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

301325.42

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2383

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No



f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.



Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MORGAN STANLEY

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

IGJSJL3JD5P30I6NJZ34

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MS

d. CUSIP (if any). 617446448

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6174464486

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 7858

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

686789.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.5431

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.



Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).



If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MSCI INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300HTIN2PD78UB763



c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MSCI

d. CUSIP (if any). 55354G100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US55354G1004

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 377

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

189585.76

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1499

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 



investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MICROSOFT CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

INR2EJN1ERAN0W5ZP974

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MSFT

d. CUSIP (if any). 594918104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US5949181045

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 34278

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

10568250.18

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

8.3579

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

6S552MUG6KGJVEBSEC55

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MSI

d. CUSIP (if any). 620076307

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6200763075

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 780

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

188916.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1494

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MATCH GROUP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

15OMOPB0A8K0EFUVD031

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MTCH

d. CUSIP (if any). 57667L107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US57667L1070

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 1289

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

140165.86

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1108

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). METTLER-TOLEDO INTL

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493000BD5GJNUDIUG10

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MTD

d. CUSIP (if any). 592688105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5926881054

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 103

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

141438.57

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1119

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). MICRON TECHNOLOGY INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

B3DXGBC8GAIYWI2Z0172

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

MU

d. CUSIP (if any). 595112103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US5951121038

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 5793

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

451216.77

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3568



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NASDAQ INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300L8X1Q78ERXFD06

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NDAQ

d. CUSIP (if any). 631103108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6311031081

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 765

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

136323.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1078

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CLOUDFLARE INC - CLASS A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493007DY18BGNLDWU14

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NET

d. CUSIP (if any). 18915M107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US18915M1071

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1586

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

189844.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1501

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NETFLIX INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300Y7VHGU0I7CE873

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NFLX

d. CUSIP (if any). 64110L106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US64110L1061

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2549

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

954829.91

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.7551

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NIKE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

787RXPR0UX0O0XUXPZ81

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NKE

d. CUSIP (if any). 654106103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6541061031

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 7143

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

961162.08

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.7601

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NORTONLIFELOCK INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

YF6ZV0M6AU4FY94MK914

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NLOK

d. CUSIP (if any). 668771108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6687711084

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2621

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

69508.92

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.055

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). SERVICENOW INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300HJTQM36M0E1G39

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NOW

d. CUSIP (if any). 81762P102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US81762P1021

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 906

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

504542.34

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.399

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NETAPP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

QTX3D84DZDD5JYOCYH15

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NTAP



d. CUSIP (if any). 64110D104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US64110D1046

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1095

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

90885.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0719

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NORTHERN TRUST CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300GLF98S992BC502

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NTRS

d. CUSIP (if any). 665859104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US6658591044

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1061

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

123553.45

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0977

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NUCOR CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300GGJCRSI2TIEJ46

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NUE

d. CUSIP (if any). 670346105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6703461052

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1483

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

220447.95

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1743

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NVIDIA CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300S4KLFTLO7GSQ80

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NVDA

d. CUSIP (if any). 67066G104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US67066G1040

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 12531

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

3419208.66

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

2.7041

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NVR INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900RWXR4JI3JYTV70

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NVR

d. CUSIP (if any). 62944T105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US62944T1051

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 16

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

71476.32

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0565

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). NXP SEMICONDUCTOR NV

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

724500M9BY5293JDF951

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

NXPI

d. CUSIP (if any). N6596X109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. NL0009538784

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1306

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

241714.48

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1912



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

NL

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). OLD DOMINION FREIGHT 
LINE

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5299009TWK32WE417T96

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ODFL

d. CUSIP (if any). 679580100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6795801009

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 532

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

158897.76

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1257

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). OKTA INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300N8J06I8MRHU620

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

OKTA

d. CUSIP (if any). 679295105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6792951054

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 735

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

110955.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0877

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ON SEMICONDUCTOR 
CORPORATION

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

ZV20P4CNJVT8V1ZGJ064

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ON

d. CUSIP (if any). 682189105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6821891057

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2269

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

142062.09

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1123

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-

Equity-common



interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ORACLE CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

1Z4GXXU7ZHVWFCD8TV52

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ORCL

d. CUSIP (if any). 68389X105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US68389X1054

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 12383

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1024445.59

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.8102

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). O REILLY AUTOMOTIVE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300K2RLMQL149Q332

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ORLY

d. CUSIP (if any). 67103H107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US67103H1077

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 314

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

215077.44

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1701

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). OTIS WORLDWIDE CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300ZLBKR8VSU25153

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

OTIS

d. CUSIP (if any). 68902V107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US68902V1070

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1872

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

144050.40

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1139

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PALO ALTO NETWORKS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300QXR2YVZV231H43

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PANW



d. CUSIP (if any). 697435105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US6974351057

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 444

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

276394.44

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2186

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PARAMOUNT GLOBAL

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5KYC8KF17ROCY24M3H09

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PARA

d. CUSIP (if any). 92556H206

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US92556H2067

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3366

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

127268.46

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1006

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PAYCOM SOFTWARE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

254900LSB0HNJUDC6Q18

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PAYC

d. CUSIP (if any). 70432V102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US70432V1026

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 279

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

96640.02

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0764

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PAYCHEX INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900K900DW6SUBM174

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PAYX

d. CUSIP (if any). 704326107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7043261079

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 1655

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

225857.85

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1786

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PEPSICO INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

FJSUNZKFNQ5YPJ5OT455

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PEP

d. CUSIP (if any). 713448108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7134481081

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 6100

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1021018.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.8075

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PFIZER INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

765LHXWGK1KXCLTFYQ30

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PFE

d. CUSIP (if any). 717081103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7170811035

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 25596

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1325104.92

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.048



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PARKER HANNIFIN CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493002CONDB4N2HKI23

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PH

d. CUSIP (if any). 701094104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7010941042

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 582

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

165148.32

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1306

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PINTEREST INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PINS

d. CUSIP (if any). 72352L106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US72352L1061

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3165

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

77890.65

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0616

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Equity-common



Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i.



Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 

Yes X No



as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PERKINELMER INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300IKL1SDPFI7N655

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PKI

d. CUSIP (if any). 714046109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7140461093

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 561

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

97872.06

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0774

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 

Equity-common



equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Yes X No



Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PALANTIR TECHNOLOGIES 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300UVN46B3BBDHO85

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PLTR

d. CUSIP (if any). 69608A108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US69608A1088

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 10314

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

141611.22

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.112

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-

Equity-common



collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No



e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). INSULET CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300TZTYD2PYN92D43

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PODD

d. CUSIP (if any). 45784P101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US45784P1012

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 326

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

86843.14

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0687

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 

Corporate



sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). POOL CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493005VZK1KMN6CO617

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

POOL

d. CUSIP (if any). 73278L105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US73278L1052

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 184

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

77804.40

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0615

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). PAYPAL HOLDINGS INC.

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493005X2GO78EFZ3E94

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

PYPL



d. CUSIP (if any). 70450Y103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US70450Y1038

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 5581

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

645442.65

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.5104

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). QUALCOMM INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

H1J8DDZKZP6H7RWC0H53

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

QCOM

d. CUSIP (if any). 747525103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US7475251036

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 5594

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

854875.08

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.6761

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). QORVO INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

254900YAUJV2EUEVBR11

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

QRVO

d. CUSIP (if any). 74736K101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US74736K1016

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 531

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

65897.10

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0521

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). REGENERON 
PHARMACEUTICALS

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300RCBFWIRX3HYQ56

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

REGN

d. CUSIP (if any). 75886F107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US75886F1075

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 462

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

322670.04

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2552

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.



Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.



f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). RESMED INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900T3QE5253CCXF22

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

RMD

d. CUSIP (if any). 761152107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7611521078

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 680

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

164906.80

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1304

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). RINGCENTRAL INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300C8EH0H1614VE84

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

RNG

d. CUSIP (if any). 76680R206

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US76680R2067

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 423

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

49579.83

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0392



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ROCKWELL AUTOMATION 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

VH3R4HHBHH12O0EXZJ88

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ROK

d. CUSIP (if any). 773903109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7739031091

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 521

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

145895.63

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1154

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ROKU INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300KR6ITU0YIR1T71

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ROKU

d. CUSIP (if any). 77543R102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US77543R1023

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 643

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

80548.61

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0637

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ROSS STORES

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300ENZFLPGRDFZQ60

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ROST

d. CUSIP (if any). 778296103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US7782961038

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1648

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

149078.08

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1179

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 

Equity-common



note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SBA COMMUNICATIONS 
CORP-CL A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5299001HX8ZN8Y8QIT49

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SBAC

d. CUSIP (if any). 78410G104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US78410G1040

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 495

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

170329.50

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1347

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SIGNATURE BANK

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

VLP5AP0XK2GM6GKD1007

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SBNY

d. CUSIP (if any). 82669G104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US82669G1040

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 295

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

86579.55

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0685

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 

Corporate



sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). SEAGEN INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SGEN

d. CUSIP (if any). 81181C104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US81181C1045

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 855

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

123162.75

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0974

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.



iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SVB FINANCIAL GROUP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300D2KJ20JMXE7542

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SIVB



d. CUSIP (if any). 78486Q101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US78486Q1013

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 309

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

172870.05

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1367

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SNAP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300JNC0L6VP8A2Q35

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SNAP

d. CUSIP (if any). 83304A106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US83304A1060

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 8289

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

298321.11

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2359

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SYNOPSYS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

QG7T915N9S0NY5UKNE63

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SNPS

d. CUSIP (if any). 871607107

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8716071076

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 716

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

238621.32

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1887

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). S&P GLOBAL INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

Y6X4K52KMJMZE7I7MY94

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SPGI

d. CUSIP (if any). 78409V104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US78409V1044

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 1090

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

447096.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3536

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SPLUNK INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300XGDSGBP6UEI867

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SPLK

d. CUSIP (if any). 848637104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8486371045

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 735

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

109228.35

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0864

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SQUARE INC - A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300OHIIUWSTIZME52

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SQ

d. CUSIP (if any). 852234103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8522341036

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2266

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

307269.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.243



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SS&C TECHNOLOGIES 
HOLDINGS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900POY8H7NPPNKK71

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SSNC

d. CUSIP (if any). 78467J100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US78467J1007

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1162

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

87173.24

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0689

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY PLC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

635400RUXIFEZSRU8X70

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

STX

d. CUSIP (if any). G7997R103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. IE00BKVD2N49

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1109

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

99699.10

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0788

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). CONSTELLATION BRANDS 
INC CL A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493005GKEG8QCVY7037

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

STZ

d. CUSIP (if any). 21036P108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US21036P1084

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 853

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

196462.96

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1554

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-

Equity-common



interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). SKYWORKS SOLUTIONS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300WZ3ORQ2BVKBD96

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

SWKS

d. CUSIP (if any). 83088M102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US83088M1027

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 802

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

106890.56

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0845

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ATLASSIAN CORPORATION 
PLC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300AGBII4MWBVJY22

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TEAM

d. CUSIP (if any). G06242104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. GB00BZ09BD16

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1156

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

339667.48

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2686

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 

Corporate



sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

AU

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). BIO-TECHNE CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930073RLKQ51TILZ35

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TECH

d. CUSIP (if any). 09073M104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US09073M1045

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 182

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

78813.28

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0623

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv.



Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TE CONNECTIVITY LTD

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

894500ZRIX9K13RHXR17

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TEL



d. CUSIP (if any). H84989104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. CH0102993182

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1511

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

197910.78

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1565

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

CH

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TERADYNE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

C3X4YJ278QNZHRJULN75

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TER

d. CUSIP (if any). 880770102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US8807701029

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 816

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

96475.68

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0763

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TRUIST FINANCIAL CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300DRQQI75D2JP341

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TFC

d. CUSIP (if any). 89832Q109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US89832Q1094

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 6412

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

363560.40

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2875

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TELEFLEX INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

UUL85LWXB4NGSWWXIQ25

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TFX

d. CUSIP (if any). 879369106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8793691069

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 208

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

73804.64

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0584

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TARGET CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

8WDDFXB5T1Z6J0XC1L66

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TGT

d. CUSIP (if any). 87612E106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US87612E1064

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2125

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

450967.50

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.3566

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TJX COMPANIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

V167QI9I69W364E2DY52

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TJX

d. CUSIP (if any). 872540109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8725401090

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 5493

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

332765.94

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2632



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

HCHV7422L5HDJZCRFL38

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TMO

d. CUSIP (if any). 883556102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8835561023

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1758

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1038362.70

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.8212

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TRIMBLE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300E2MI7NSZFQWS19

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TRMB

d. CUSIP (if any). 896239100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8962391004

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1176

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

84836.64

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0671

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TRACTOR SUPPLY 
COMPANY

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300OJ9VZHZRO6I137

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TSCO

d. CUSIP (if any). 892356106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8923561067

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 525

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

122519.25

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0969

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-

Equity-common



interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TESLA INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930043XZGB27CTOV49

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TSLA

d. CUSIP (if any). 88160R101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US88160R1014

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4855

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

5231748.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

4.1375

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TRADE DESK INC/THE 
-CLASS A

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300GXPD31VT3E0P46

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TTD

d. CUSIP (if any). 88339J105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US88339J1051

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2655

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

183858.75

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1454

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 

Corporate



sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). TAKE-TWO INTERACTIVE 
SOFTWRE

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

BOMSTHHJK882EWYX3334

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TTWO

d. CUSIP (if any). 874054109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8740541094

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 462

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

71027.88

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0562

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.



iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TWILIO INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493004W8TRGD63APX93

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TWLO



d. CUSIP (if any). 90138F102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US90138F1021

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 868

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

143055.08

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1131

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TWITTER INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300I8RX485XMK6836

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TWTR

d. CUSIP (if any). 90184L102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US90184L1026

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3843

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

148685.67

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1176

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

WDJNR2L6D8RWOEB8T652

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TXN

d. CUSIP (if any). 882508104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US8825081040

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4304

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

789697.92

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.6245

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). TYLER TECHNOLOGIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

25490040SMU4Z8LBCW70

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

TYL

d. CUSIP (if any). 902252105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9022521051

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 190

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

84529.10

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0668

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 



differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f.



Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). UNITY SOFTWARE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300D1ESJMGNQNG432

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

U

d. CUSIP (if any). 91332U101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US91332U1016

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1405

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

139390.05

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1102

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ULTA SALON COSMETICS & 
FRAGRANCE INC.

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900CIV6HN8M28YM82

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ULTA

d. CUSIP (if any). 90384S303

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US90384S3031

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 255

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

101546.10

d. 0.0803



Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 

X 1 2 3 N/A



investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.



a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300GHBMY8T5GXDE41

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

UNH

d. CUSIP (if any). 91324P102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US91324P1021

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 4168

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

2125554.96

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.681

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). UNITED PARCEL SERVICE-CL 
B

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

D01LMJZU09ULLNCY6Z23

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

UPS

d. CUSIP (if any). 911312106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9113121068

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3893

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

834892.78

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.6603

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Equity-common



Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i.



Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 

Yes X No



as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). VEEVA SYSTEMS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300YZEXPDB92M2F02

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

VEEV

d. CUSIP (if any). 922475108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9224751084

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 677

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

143835.42

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1138

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 

Equity-common



equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Yes X No



Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). VICI PROPERTIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

254900RKH6RY9KCJQH63

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

VICI

d. CUSIP (if any). 925652109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9256521090

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2910

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

82818.60

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0655

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-

Equity-common



collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No



e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). VERISIGN INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

LMPL4N8ZOJRMF0KOF759

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

VRSN

d. CUSIP (if any). 92343E102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US92343E1029

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 507

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

112787.22

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0892

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 

Corporate



sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). VERTEX PHARMACEUTICALS 
INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930015RAQRRZ5ZGJ91

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

VRTX

d. CUSIP (if any). 92532F100

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US92532F1003

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1135

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

296200.95

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2342

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.



a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.



iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). VIATRIS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

254900ZZTSW7NL773X71

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

VTRS



d. CUSIP (if any). 92556V106

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US92556V1061

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 5553

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

60416.64

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0478

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 



concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).



Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WAYFAIR INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

54930027N9ZAVYFDHK53

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

W

d. CUSIP (if any). 94419L101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN



ISIN. US94419L1017

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 559

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

61926.02

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.049

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.



a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WATERS CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5T547R1474YC9HOD8Q74

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WAT

d. CUSIP (if any). 941848103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9418481035

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 



Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 278

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

86288.42

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0682

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments



iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value



ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WALGREENS BOOTS 
ALLIANCE INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300RPTUOIXG4LIH86

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WBA

d. CUSIP (if any). 931427108

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9314271084

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.



Balance 3920

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

175498.40

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1388

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.



Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.



f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WORKDAY INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300J0DYC0N31V7G13

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WDAY

d. CUSIP (if any). 98138H101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US98138H1014

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1128

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. United States Dollar



Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

270110.88

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2136

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.



Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 



option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WESTERN DIGITAL

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300QQXOOYEF89IC56

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WDC

d. CUSIP (if any). 958102105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9581021055

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1562

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

77553.30

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0613



Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 

X 1 2 3 N/A



with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Yes X No



Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?
If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WASTE MANAGEMENT INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300YX8JIID70NFS41

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WM

d. CUSIP (if any). 94106L109

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US94106L1098

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1884

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

298614.00

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.2362

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A



Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:



a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Yes No



Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

X

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WALMART INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

Y87794H0US1R65VBXU25

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WMT

d. CUSIP (if any). 931142103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9311421039

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 12528

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

1865669.76

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

1.4755

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 

Equity-common



other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.



c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No



If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WEST PHARMACEUTICAL 
SERVICES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

5493007NKRGM1RJQ1P16

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WST

d. CUSIP (if any). 955306105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9553061055

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 333

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

136766.43

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1082

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-

Equity-common



interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Yes No



Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No



If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). WEYERHAEUSER CO

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

08IRJODWFYBI7QWRGS31

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

WY

d. CUSIP (if any). 962166104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9621661043

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 3653

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

138448.70

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1095

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.



b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 

Yes No



Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.



NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES 
CORP

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

PO0I32GKZ3HZMMDPZZ08

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ZBRA

d. CUSIP (if any). 989207105

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US9892071054

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 249

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

103011.30

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0815

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 

Corporate



sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No



ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.



a. Name of issuer (if any). ZOOMINFO 
TECHNOLOGIES INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a series 
trust, report the LEI of the series.

N/A

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ZI

d. CUSIP (if any). 98980F104

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US98980F1049

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not 
available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if 
ticker and ISIN are not 
available). Indicate the type 
of identifier used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1964

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not denominated 
in U.S. dollars, provide the exchange rate 
used to calculate value.

117329.36

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.0928

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.



Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).



If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ZOOM VIDEO 
COMMUNICATIONS INC

b. 549300T9GCHU0ODOM055



LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ZM

d. CUSIP (if any). 98980L101

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US98980L1017

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 1403

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

164473.69

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1301

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US



b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.



v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ZSCALER INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

529900MZ0RTK1BWRNF46

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ZS

d. CUSIP (if any). 98980G102

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:



Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US98980G1022

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).

Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 640

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

154419.20

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.1221

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes No



X

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.

i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase



agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

b. Counterparty.

i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part C: Schedule of Portfolio Investments

Report the following information for the Fund and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Item C.1. Identification of investment.

a. Name of issuer (if any). ZOETIS INC

b. LEI (if any) of issuer. In the case of a 
holding in a fund that is a series of a 
series trust, report the LEI of the series.

549300HD9Q1LOC9KLJ48

c. Title of the issue or description of the 
investment.

ZTS

d. CUSIP (if any). 98978V103

e. At least one of the following other identifiers:

Identifier. ISIN

ISIN. US98978V1035

Identifier. Ticker (if ISIN is not available)

Ticker (if ISIN is not available).



Identifier. Other unique identifier (if ticker 
and ISIN are not available). 
Indicate the type of identifier 
used

Other unique identifier (if ticker and ISIN are 
not available). Indicate the type of identifier 
used
Description of other unique identifier.

Item C.2. Amount of each investment.

Balance 2119

Units Number of shares

Description of other units.

b. Currency. Indicate the currency in which 
the investment is denominated.

United States Dollar

c. Value. Report values in U.S. dollars. If 
currency of investment is not 
denominated in U.S. dollars, provide the 
exchange rate used to calculate value.

399622.21

d. Percentage value compared to net assets 
of the Fund.

0.316

Item C.3. Indicate payoff profile among the following categories (long, short, N/A). For derivatives, 
respond N/A to this Item and respond to the relevant payoff profile question in Item C.11.

Payoff profile. X Long Short N/A

Item C.4. Asset and issuer type. Select the category that most closely identifies the instrument among 
each of the following: 

a. Asset type (short-term investment vehicle 
(e.g., money market fund, liquidity pool, or 
other cash management vehicle), 
repurchase agreement, equity-common, 
equity-preferred, debt, derivative-commodity, 
derivative-credit, derivative-equity, 
derivative-foreign exchange, derivative-
interest rate, derivatives-other, structured 
note, loan, ABS-mortgage backed security, 
ABS-asset backed commercial paper, ABS-
collateralized bond/debt obligation, ABS-
other, commodity, real estate, other).

Equity-common

If “other,” provide a brief description.

b. Issuer type (corporate, U.S. Treasury, U.S. 
government agency, U.S. government 
sponsored entity, municipal, non-U.S. 
sovereign, private fund, registered fund, 
other).

Corporate

If “other,” provide a brief description.

Item C.5. Country of investment or issuer.

a. Report the ISO country code that 
corresponds to the country where the issuer 
is organized.

US

b. If different from the country where the issuer 
is organized, also report the ISO country 
code that corresponds to the country of 
investment or issuer based on the 
concentrations of the risk and economic 
exposure of the investments.

Item C.6.

Is the investment a Restricted Security? Yes X No

Item C.7.

a. Liquidity classification information. For portfolio investments of open-end management investment 
companies, provide the liquidity classification(s) for each portfolio investment among the following 
categories as specified in rule 22e-4 [17 CFR 270.22e-4]. For portfolio investments with multiple liquidity 
classifications, indicate the percentage amount attributable to each classification.



i. Highly Liquid Investments

ii. Moderately Liquid Investments

iii. Less Liquid Investments

iv. Illiquid Investments

Category. N/A

Percentage. N/A

b. If attributing multiple classification categories to the holding, indicate which of the three circumstances 
listed in the Instructions to Item C.7 is applicable.

Instructions to Item C.7 Funds may choose to indicate the percentage amount of a holding attributable 
to multiple classification categories only in the following circumstances: (1) if portions of the position have 
differing liquidity features that justify treating the portions separately; (2) if a fund has multiple sub-
advisers with differing liquidity views; or (3) if the fund chooses to classify the position through evaluation 
of how long it would take to liquidate the entire position (rather than basing it on the sizes it would 
reasonably anticipated trading). In (1) and (2), a fund would classify using the reasonably anticipated 
trade size for each portion of the position.

Item C.8.

Indicate the level within the fair value hierarchy 
in which the fair value measurements fall 
pursuant to U.S. Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 7(ASC 820, Fair Value 
Measurement). [1/2/3] Report "N/A" if the 
investment does not have a level associated 
with it (i.e., net asset value used as the 
practical expedient). 

X 1 2 3 N/A

Item C.9. For debt securities

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Maturity date.

b. Coupon.

i. Select the category that most closely 
reflects the coupon type among the 
following (fixed, floating, variable, none).

ii. Annualized rate.

c. Currently in default? [Y/N] Yes No

d. Are there any interest payments in arrears 
or have any coupon payments been legally 
deferred by the issuer? [Y/N]

Yes No

e. Is any portion of the interest paid in kind? 
[Y/N] Enter "N" if the interest may be paid in 
kind but is not actually paid in kind or if the 
Fund has the option of electing in-kind 
payment and has elected to be paid in-kind. 

Yes No

f. For convertible securities, also provide:

i. Mandatory convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

ii. Contingent convertible? [Y/N] Yes No

iii. Description of the reference instrument, including the name of issuer, title of issue, and currency in which 
denominated, as well as CUSIP of reference instrument, ISIN (if CUSIP is not available), ticker (if CUSIP 
and ISIN are not available), or other identifier (if CUSIP, ISIN, and ticker are not available).

If other identifier provided, indicate the type of identifier used.

iv. Conversion ratio per US$1000 notional, or, if bond currency is not in U.S. dollars, per 1000 units of the 
relevant currency, indicating the relevant currency. If there is more than one conversion ratio, provide each 
conversion ratio.

v. Delta (if applicable).

Item C.10. For repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, also provide:

For debt securities, also provide:

a. Select the category that reflects the 
transaction (repurchase, reverse 
repurchase). Select "repurchase 
agreement" if the Fund is the cash lender 
and receives collateral. Select "reverse 
repurchase agreement" if the Fund is the 
cash borrower and posts collateral.

Repurchase Reverse 
Repurchase

b. Counterparty.



i. Cleared by central counterparty? [Y/N] If 
Y, provide the name of the central 
counterparty.

Yes No

Value

ii. If N, provide the name and LEI (if any) of counterparty. 

c. Tri-party? Yes No

d. Repurchase rate.

e. Maturity date.

f. Provide the following information concerning the securities subject to the repurchase agreement (i.e., 
collateral). If multiple securities of an issuer are subject to the repurchase agreement, those securities may be 
aggregated in responding to Items C.10.f.i-iii. 

Item C.11. For derivatives, also provide:

a. Type of derivative instrument that most 
closely represents the investment, selected 
from among the following (forward, future, 
option, swaption, swap (including but not 
limited to total return swaps, credit default 
swaps, and interest rate swaps), warrant, 
other).

Item C.12. Securities lending.

a. Does any amount of this investment 
represent reinvestment of cash collateral 
received for loaned securities?

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the investment 
representing cash collateral. 

b. Does any portion of this investment 
represent non-cash collateral that is treated 
as a Fund asset and received for loaned 
securities?

Yes X No

If yes, provide the value of the securities 
representing non-cash collateral. 

c. Is any portion of this investment on loan by 
the Fund? 

Yes X No

If Yes, provide the value of the securities on 
loan.

NPORT-P: Part E: Explanatory Notes (if any)

The Fund may provide any information it believes would be helpful in understanding the information reported in 
response to any Item of this Form. The Fund may also explain any assumptions that it made in responding to any 
Item of this Form. To the extent responses relate to a particular Item, provide the Item number(s), as applicable.

NPORT-P: Signatures

The Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto duly 
authorized. 

Registrant: GraniteShares ETF Trust

By (Signature): /s/ William Rhind

Name: William Rhind

Title: President GraniteShares ETF 
Trust

Date: 2022-05-20
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GraniteShares ETF Trust
Schedule of Investments
GraniteShares XOUT U.S. Large Cap ETF
March 31, 2022 (Unaudited)

Investments Shares Value
COMMON STOCKS - 99.88%

Air Freight & Logistics - 0.95%
Expeditors International of Washington, Inc. 773 $ 79,743
FedEx Corp. 1,206 279,056
United Parcel Service, Inc., Class B 3,893 834,892
Total Air Freight & Logistics 1,193,691
Automobiles - 4.13%
Tesla, Inc.(a) 4,855 5,231,748
Banks - 1.00%
Citigroup, Inc. 9,199 491,227
First Republic Bank 891 144,431
Signature Bank 295 86,580
SVB Financial Group(a) 309 172,870
Truist Financial Corp. 6,412 363,560
Total Banks 1,258,668
Beverages - 1.23%
Brown-Forman Corp., Class B 2,094 140,340
Constellation Brands, Inc., Class A 853 196,463
Monster Beverage Corp.(a) 2,417 193,118
PepsiCo, Inc. 6,100 1,021,018
Total Beverages 1,550,939
Biotechnology - 3.05%
AbbVie, Inc. 7,913 1,282,776
Alnylam Pharmaceuticals, Inc.(a) 568 92,749
Amgen, Inc. 2,552 617,124
Biogen, Inc.(a) 697 146,788
BioMarin Pharmaceutical, Inc.(a) 851 65,612
Gilead Sciences, Inc. 5,786 343,978
Horizon Therapeutics PLC(a) 1,041 109,524
Incyte Corp.(a) 962 76,402
Moderna, Inc.(a) 2,258 388,962
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.(a) 462 322,670
Seagen, Inc.(a) 855 123,163
Vertex Pharmaceuticals, Inc.(a) 1,135 296,201
Total Biotechnology 3,865,949
Building Products - 0.04%
Masco Corp. 1,113 56,763
Capital Markets - 3.11%
Ameriprise Financial, Inc. 533 160,092
Bank of New York Mellon Corp. 4,017 199,364
BlackRock, Inc. 709 541,797
Coinbase Global, Inc.(a) 1,124 213,403
FactSet Research Systems, Inc. 167 72,503
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 1,692 558,529
Intercontinental Exchange, Inc. 2,470 326,336
Moody’s Corp. 836 282,075
Morgan Stanley 7,858 686,789
MSCI, Inc. 377 189,586
Nasdaq, Inc. 765 136,323



Investments Shares Value
Capital Markets (continued)
Northern Trust Corp. 1,061 $ 123,553
S&P Global, Inc. 1,090 447,096
Total Capital Markets 3,937,446
Chemicals - 0.11%
Celanese Corp. 513 73,293
Eastman Chemical Co. 624 69,925
Total Chemicals 143,218
Commercial Services & Supplies - 0.40%
Cintas Corp. 475 202,060
Waste Management, Inc. 1,884 298,614
Total Commercial Services & Supplies 500,674
Communications Equipment - 1.19%
Arista Networks, Inc.(a) 1,463 203,328
Cisco Systems, Inc. 19,852 1,106,947
Motorola Solutions, Inc. 780 188,916
Total Communications Equipment 1,499,191
Containers & Packaging - 0.10%
Ball Corp. 1,445 130,050
Distributors - 0.13%
Genuine Parts Co. 655 82,543
Pool Corp. 184 77,804
Total Distributors 160,347
Electrical Equipment - 0.19%
Generac Holdings, Inc.(a) 311 92,448
Rockwell Automation, Inc. 521 145,896
Total Electrical Equipment 238,344
Electronic Equipment, Instruments & Components - 0.67%
Amphenol Corp., Class A 2,760 207,965
CDW Corp. 614 109,838
Keysight Technologies, Inc.(a) 860 135,854
TE Connectivity, Ltd. 1,511 197,911
Trimble, Inc.(a) 1,176 84,837
Zebra Technologies Corp., Class A(a) 249 103,011
Total Electronic Equipment, Instruments & Components 839,416
Entertainment - 1.17%
Activision Blizzard, Inc. 2,725 218,300
Electronic Arts, Inc. 1,155 146,119
Netflix, Inc.(a) 2,549 954,830
Roku, Inc.(a) 643 80,549
Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc.(a) 462 71,028
Total Entertainment 1,470,826
Equity Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) - 0.31%
SBA Communications Corp. 495 170,329
VICI Properties, Inc. 2,910 82,819
Weyerhaeuser Co. 3,653 138,449
Total Equity Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) 391,597
Food & Staples Retailing - 2.67%
Costco Wholesale Corp. 2,016 1,160,914
Kroger Co. 3,362 192,878
Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc. 3,920 175,498
Walmart, Inc. 12,528 1,865,669
Total Food & Staples Retailing 3,394,959
Food Products - 0.16%
Hershey Co. 892 193,234



Investments Shares Value
Health Care Equipment & Supplies - 2.70%
Abbott Laboratories 7,831 $ 926,877
Align Technology, Inc.(a) 389 169,604
Baxter International, Inc. 2,165 167,874
Becton Dickinson and Co. 1,232 327,712
Cooper Cos., Inc. 228 95,211
Dexcom, Inc.(a) 449 229,708
Edwards Lifesciences Corp.(a) 2,852 335,737
Hologic, Inc.(a) 1,077 82,735
IDEXX Laboratories, Inc.(a) 391 213,900
Insulet Corp.(a) 326 86,843
Intuitive Surgical, Inc.(a) 1,776 535,784
ResMed, Inc. 680 164,907
Teleflex, Inc. 208 73,805
Total Health Care Equipment & Supplies 3,410,697
Health Care Providers & Services - 3.57%
AmerisourceBergen Corp. 939 145,273
Anthem, Inc. 1,081 531,009
Centene Corp.(a) 2,653 223,356
Cigna Corp. 1,480 354,623
CVS Health Corp. 6,008 608,070
Humana, Inc. 583 253,704
Laboratory Corp. of America Holdings(a) 424 111,792
Molina Healthcare, Inc.(a) 263 87,734
Quest Diagnostics, Inc. 552 75,547
UnitedHealth Group, Inc. 4,168 2,125,555
Total Health Care Providers & Services 4,516,663
Health Care Technology - 0.20%
Cerner Corp. 1,279 119,663
Veeva Systems, Inc., Class A(a) 677 143,835
Total Health Care Technology 263,498
Hotels, Restaurants & Leisure - 1.28%
Airbnb, Inc., Class A(a) 2,895 497,245
Booking Holdings, Inc.(a) 186 436,812
Caesars Entertainment, Inc.(a) 1,067 82,543
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc.(a) 134 211,992
Darden Restaurants, Inc. 589 78,308
Domino’s Pizza, Inc. 171 69,599
Expedia Group, Inc.(a) 696 136,186
MGM Resorts International 2,217 92,981
Total Hotels, Restaurants & Leisure 1,605,666
Household Durables - 0.25%
DR Horton, Inc. 1,738 129,499
Garmin, Ltd. 914 108,410
NVR, Inc.(a) 16 71,476
Total Household Durables 309,385
Household Products - 0.15%
Church & Dwight Co., Inc. 1,070 106,336
Clorox Co. 559 77,718
Total Household Products 184,054
Insurance - 0.76%
Aon PLC, Class A 986 321,071
Arthur J Gallagher & Co. 924 161,330
Brown & Brown, Inc. 1,306 94,385



Investments Shares Value
Insurance (continued)
Marsh & McLennan Cos., Inc. 2,256 $ 384,468
Total Insurance 961,254
Interactive Media & Services - 9.74%
Alphabet, Inc., Class A(a) 3,092 8,599,933
Match Group, Inc.(a) 1,289 140,166
Meta Platforms, Inc., Class A(a) 13,241 2,944,269
Pinterest, Inc., Class A(a) 3,165 77,891
Snap, Inc., Class A(a) 8,289 298,321
Twitter, Inc.(a) 3,843 148,686
ZoomInfo Technologies, Inc.(a) 1,964 117,329
Total Interactive Media & Services 12,326,595
Internet & Direct Marketing Retail - 6.69%
Amazon.com, Inc.(a) 2,506 8,169,435
eBay, Inc. 2,913 166,798
Etsy, Inc.(a) 607 75,438
Wayfair, Inc., Class A(a) 559 61,926
Total Internet & Direct Marketing Retail 8,473,597
IT Services - 4.51%
Accenture PLC, Class A 3,020 1,018,435
Akamai Technologies, Inc.(a) 708 84,528
Automatic Data Processing, Inc. 1,940 441,428
Block, Inc., Class A(a) 2,266 307,270
Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc. 518 80,658
Cloudflare, Inc., Class A(a) 1,586 189,844
Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp., Class A 2,366 212,159
EPAM Systems, Inc.(a) 286 84,830
Gartner, Inc.(a) 370 110,060
Global Payments, Inc. 1,351 184,871
Mastercard, Inc., Class A 4,483 1,602,134
MongoDB, Inc.(a) 307 136,182
Okta, Inc.(a) 735 110,956
Paychex, Inc. 1,655 225,858
PayPal Holdings, Inc.(a) 5,581 645,442
Twilio, Inc., Class A(a) 868 143,055
VeriSign, Inc.(a) 507 112,787
Total IT Services 5,690,497
Life Sciences Tools & Services - 2.62%
Agilent Technologies, Inc. 1,382 182,880
Avantor, Inc.(a) 2,774 93,817
Bio-Techne Corp. 182 78,813
Charles River Laboratories International, Inc.(a) 240 68,153
Danaher Corp. 3,255 954,789
Illumina, Inc.(a) 754 263,448
IQVIA Holdings, Inc.(a) 854 197,453
Mettler-Toledo International, Inc.(a) 103 141,439
PerkinElmer, Inc. 561 97,872
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc. 1,758 1,038,364
Waters Corp.(a) 278 86,288
West Pharmaceutical Services, Inc. 333 136,766
Total Life Sciences Tools & Services 3,340,082
Machinery - 1.04%
Cummins, Inc. 661 135,578
Deere & Co. 1,398 580,813
Illinois Tool Works, Inc. 1,403 293,789



Investments Shares Value
Machinery (continued)
Otis Worldwide Corp. 1,872 $ 144,050
Parker-Hannifin Corp. 582 165,148
Total Machinery 1,319,378
Media - 0.59%
Charter Communications, Inc., Class A(a) 946 516,063
Fox Corp., Class A 2,614 103,122
Paramount Global 3,366 127,268
Total Media 746,453
Metals & Mining - 0.18%
Nucor Corp. 1,483 220,448
Multiline Retail - 0.54%
Dollar General Corp. 1,042 231,980
Target Corp. 2,125 450,968
Total Multiline Retail 682,948
Personal Products - 0.37%
Estee Lauder Cos., Inc., Class A 1,699 462,672
Pharmaceuticals - 5.31%
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. 9,862 720,222
Eli Lilly & Co. 4,195 1,201,322
Johnson & Johnson 11,727 2,078,376
Merck & Co., Inc. 11,274 925,032
Pfizer, Inc. 25,596 1,325,105
Viatris, Inc. 5,553 60,417
Zoetis, Inc. 2,119 399,622
Total Pharmaceuticals 6,710,096
Professional Services - 0.16%
CoStar Group, Inc.(a) 1,806 120,298
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. 584 80,481
Total Professional Services 200,779
Real Estate Management & Development - 0.11%
CBRE Group, Inc., Class A(a) 1,491 136,456
Road & Rail - 0.20%
JB Hunt Transport Services, Inc. 463 92,966
Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc. 532 158,898
Total Road & Rail 251,864
Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment - 8.61%
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.(a) 8,016 876,469
Analog Devices, Inc. 2,475 408,821
Applied Materials, Inc. 4,784 630,531
Broadcom, Inc. 2,021 1,272,583
Enphase Energy, Inc.(a) 667 134,587
Entegris, Inc. 654 85,844
KLA Corp. 787 288,089
Lam Research Corp. 739 397,294
Marvell Technology, Inc. 4,202 301,325
Microchip Technology, Inc. 2,783 209,115
Micron Technology, Inc. 5,793 451,217
Monolithic Power Systems, Inc. 218 105,878
NVIDIA Corp. 12,531 3,419,209
NXP Semiconductors NV 1,306 241,714
ON Semiconductor Corp.(a) 2,269 142,062
Qorvo, Inc.(a) 531 65,897
QUALCOMM, Inc. 5,594 854,875
Skyworks Solutions, Inc. 802 106,891



Investments Shares Value
Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment (continued)
Teradyne, Inc. 816 $ 96,476
Texas Instruments, Inc. 4,304 789,698
Total Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment 10,878,575
Software - 14.78%
Adobe, Inc.(a) 2,156 982,317
ANSYS, Inc.(a) 404 128,331
Atlassian Corp. PLC, Class A(a) 1,156 339,667
Autodesk, Inc.(a) 1,036 222,067
Bill.com Holdings, Inc.(a) 515 116,797
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.(a) 1,314 216,100
Crowdstrike Holdings, Inc., Class A(a) 1,069 242,749
Datadog, Inc., Class A(a) 1,495 226,448
DocuSign, Inc.(a) 967 103,585
Fortinet, Inc.(a) 769 262,798
HubSpot, Inc.(a) 220 104,487
Intuit, Inc. 1,283 616,918
Microsoft Corp. 34,278 10,568,251
NortonLifeLock, Inc. 2,621 69,509
Oracle Corp. 12,383 1,024,446
Palantir Technologies, Inc., Class A(a) 10,314 141,611
Palo Alto Networks, Inc.(a) 444 276,394
Paycom Software, Inc.(a) 279 96,640
RingCentral, Inc., Class A(a) 423 49,580
salesforce.com, Inc.(a) 4,536 963,084
ServiceNow, Inc.(a) 906 504,542
Splunk, Inc.(a) 735 109,228
SS&C Technologies Holdings, Inc. 1,162 87,173
Synopsys, Inc.(a) 716 238,621
Trade Desk, Inc., Class A(a) 2,655 183,859
Tyler Technologies, Inc.(a) 190 84,529
Unity Software, Inc.(a) 1,405 139,390
Workday, Inc., Class A(a) 1,128 270,111
Zoom Video Communications, Inc., Class A(a) 1,403 164,474
Zscaler, Inc.(a) 640 154,419
Total Software 18,688,125
Specialty Retail - 2.80%
AutoZone, Inc.(a) 93 190,146
Best Buy Co., Inc. 1,095 99,536
Burlington Stores, Inc.(a) 313 57,019
CarMax, Inc.(a) 740 71,395
Carvana Co.(a) 820 97,818
Home Depot, Inc. 4,867 1,456,839
Lowe’s Cos., Inc. 3,173 641,549
O’Reilly Automotive, Inc.(a) 314 215,077
Ross Stores, Inc. 1,648 149,078
TJX Cos., Inc. 5,493 332,766
Tractor Supply Co. 525 122,519
Ulta Beauty, Inc.(a) 255 101,546
Total Specialty Retail 3,535,288
Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals - 10.96%
Apple, Inc. 75,772 13,230,549
Dell Technologies, Inc., Class C 3,623 181,838
HP, Inc. 5,225 189,668
NetApp, Inc. 1,095 90,885



Investments Shares Value
Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals (continued)
Seagate Technology Holdings PLC 1,109 $ 99,699
Western Digital Corp.(a) 1,562 77,553
Total Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals 13,870,192
Textiles, Apparel & Luxury Goods - 0.93%
Lululemon Athletica, Inc.(a) 589 215,120
NIKE, Inc., Class B 7,143 961,162
Total Textiles, Apparel & Luxury Goods 1,176,282
Trading Companies & Distributors - 0.22%
Fastenal Co. 2,633 156,401
WW Grainger, Inc. 229 118,116
Total Trading Companies & Distributors 274,517

TOTAL COMMON STOCKS
(Cost $105,045,708) 126,293,121

INVESTMENT COMPANY - 0.06%

iShares Core S&P 500 ETF 170 77,127

TOTAL INVESTMENT COMPANY
(Cost $72,910) 77,127

TOTAL INVESTMENTS - 99.94%
(Cost $105,118,618) $ 126,370,248

Other Assets In Excess Of Liabilities - 0.06% 76,696

NET ASSETS (100.00%) $ 126,446,944

(a) Non-Income Producing Security.

GraniteShares XOUT U.S. Large Cap 
ETF
Investments in Securities at Value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
Common Stocks $ 126,293,121 $ – $ – $ 126,293,121
Investment Company 77,127 – – 77,127
Total $ 126,370,248 $ – $ – $ 126,370,248



GraniteShares ETF Trust
Notes to Quarterly Schedules of Investments

March 31, 2022 (Unaudited)

1. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT

The  Financial Accounting  Standards Board  (FASB)  established  a  framework  for measuring  fair  value  in  accordance 
with U.S. GAAP. Under Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures, various inputs are used in determining the value of 
the exchange  traded fund’s  investments. The  inputs or methodology used for valuing securities are not necessarily an 
indication of the risk associated with investing in those securities. The three Levels of inputs of the fair value hierarchy 
are defined as follows:

Level 1 – Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

Level 2 – Observable  inputs  other  than  quoted  prices  included  in Level  1  that  are  observable  for  the  asset  or 
liability,  either  directly  or  indirectly.  These  inputs  may  include  quoted  prices  for  the  identical 
instrument on an inactive market, prices for similar securities, interest rates, prepayment speeds, credit 
risk, yield curves, default rates and similar data.

Level 3 – Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability, to the extent relevant observable inputs are not available; 
representing  the  Funds’  own  assumptions  about  the  assumptions  a market  participant would  use  in 
valuing the asset or liability, and would be based on the best information available.

A financial instrument’s level within the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest level of any input that is significant 
to the fair value measurement.

The  availability  of  observable  inputs  can  vary  from  security  to  security  and  is  affected  by  a wide  variety  of  factors, 
including, for example, the type of security, whether the security is new and not yet established in the marketplace, the 
liquidity of markets, and other characteristics particular to the security. To the extent that valuation is based on models 
or inputs that are less observable or unobservable in the market, the determination of fair value requires more judgment. 
Accordingly, the degree of judgment exercised in determining fair value is greatest for instruments categorized in Level 
3.

The  hierarchy  classification  of  inputs  used  to  value  each  Fund’s  investments  is  disclosed  at  the  end  of  the  Fund’s 
Schedule of Investments.


